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FIRST LEGAL RECUITMENT

The articles published in Legal News
represent the views of the contributor
and are not necessarily the official
views of the Confederation of South
Wales Law Societies, Cardiff & District
Law Society, or of the Editorial Board.
The magazine or members of the
Editorial Board are in no way liable for
such opinions. Whilst every care has
been taken to ensure that the contents
of this issue are accurate, we cannot be
held responsible for any inaccuracies or
late changes. No article, advertisement
or graphic, in whole or in print, may be
reproduced without written permission
of the publishers.

Cardiff & District Law Society
Courses in conjunction with CLT
Wednesday 10th September 2008

Cohabitants and Property Rights (6 hours) • Cardiff - venue to be confirmed

Monday 29th September 2008

Companies Act 2006 - In Practice (6 hours) • Cardiff - venue to be confirmed

Thursday 16th October 2008

Health and Safety: An Introduction (3 hours) • Cardiff - venue to be confirmed

Thursday 16th October 2008

Health and Safety Law Update (3 hours) • Cardiff - venue to be confirmed
For further information, please contact Tracy Luke, Honorary Secretary,
Education & Training c/o Eversheds LLP, 1 Callaghan Square, Cardiff CF10 5BT;
Telephone 0845 498 7565

CARDIFF AND
DISTRICT

PRESIDENT’S LETTER

MARK HARVEY, PRESIDENT

It ought to be a huge honour
becoming the President of the
Cardiff and District Law Society.
So why does it feel as though I
received a hospital pass from my
illustrious predecessor, Richard
Fisher?  Maybe it is declining
membership numbers? Perhaps it
is the constant sniping at Chancery
Lane from solicitors I meet? Or
the large numbers of law students
graduating into paralegal jobs with
very limited prospects of securing
Training Contracts. However I look
round the Council table and I see
representatives of some of the
most successful practices in Cardiff
and a cross section of experience
at that. We have renowned
practitioners from all sides of the
criminal justice system; experts in
the Tribunals; sole practitioners,
solicitors from small and medium
sixe partnerships as well as the
three largest commercial practices
being active supporters. So is this
Society well equipped to help the
Solicitors of Cardiff and District?
The answer is a resounding yes.
The problem of course is the
historical shadow of the Law
Society at Chancery Lane. The
disillusionment is just that, historic.
The staff is now a wholly different
one to that of only four year ago.
The infamous examples of excess
and mismanagement fall at the feet
of the old guard. The new regime
led by Chief Executive Des Hudson
deserves a chance and indeed when
one looks at what they have achieved

one can start to see this Law Society
may indeed be a different beast. It
may be too overweight a beast still
and there may well remain some
scepticism that it will ever slim down
but at least it is punching its weight.
To adapt a Monty Python expression,
so what has the Law Society ever
done for us? Hudson’s first action
on taking post was to injunct the
Government and force them to stand
down over the issue of making
court files accessible to the media.
It persuaded the Government not
to increase the Small Claims Limit
and of course its most high profile
success was in forcing the Legal
Services Commission to re-think
its criminal Legal Aid plans. In fact
there are may other successes and
indeed many other areas where the
Society is fighting the profession’s
corner. Unfortunately communication
remains the Achilles heel and it is
simply not getting those messages
out. This is felt acutely in this Council
where there is understandable
scepticism over the Society’s
relevance. In fact the Society has
only around two years in which
to demonstrate to the profession
that it is sufficiently relevant to
our practice that we will voluntarily
continue to pay a membership fee
when the compulsory levy ends.   
Inevitably the Chancery Lane
shadow affects this Society.
Richard had begun the struggle
to take this Society out of this
shadow. His invitation to the BMA
in Wales’ representative to address

the Council on how it represents
the medical profession was a
welcome fillip and reminder that the
profession does need a clear voice
to be heard in Westminster and the
Sennydd. Now, with the support of
the Council I want to freshen up
how it works. Gone is the old fixed
Agenda and, whilst the Finance and
Policy Committee will ensure the
Society’s business is run properly,
the Council meetings will focus
upon discussions of the issues that
really matter to our members. Where
better to start than at our next
meeting in September when Anne
Godfrey the Law Society’s Director
of Membership Services will come
to talk to us and listen and respond
to the criticism of Chancery Lane,
and just what it is doing for us. This
promises to be a lively session and,
if any non-Council members would

like to attend, then as Anne has
said she is happy to see anyone;
if you would contact me we can
arrange participation in the meeting.
  
No it wasn’t a hospital pass but a
gift; and one I want to share with all
members of the Society. We need
representation with the legislators;
we need to be defended against the
over-zealousness of the regulators;
we need a voice; we need the Law
Society. It is up to us however, to
make our feelings known so it can
earn our respect and membership.
I hope to serve this Society to
the best of my ability and to
demonstrate to the solicitors of
Cardiff and District that we have
an important role in, amongst
other things, ensuring Chancery
Lane is serving us properly.

Independent provider of expert witness
services to the legal profession
Over 20 years’ experience in
civil and criminal financial investigations
Client-focused service
We offer a free initial case review to identify ways in
which we can help and to provide an outline of the likely
time and fees involved
Publicly-funded assignments welcomed
For enquiries please contact us on 01454 203778 or
email enquiries@forensicaccountinguk.com
First Floor, Aztec Centre, Aztec West,
Almondsbury, Bristol BS32 4TD

www.forensicaccountinguk.com
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT - AUGUST 2008
Apologies for missing the last
edition – it never ceases to
amaze me that some of you
do actually read these vague
musings – but there we are, in
the middle of the glorious British
summer. It’s pouring down here
as I write; I’ve got the log fire
blazing, a thick jumper on, and a
planning a raid on the fridge for
some cottage pie comfort food.
But of course, we all know that
if we can’t stand the weather, we
must decamp to sunnier climes.
And apparently that’s what we are
doing in increasing numbers! In
the last two years more of us have
emigrated to Oz than for some time
(not me mate! I’ve been there, and
I know all about funnel web spiders,
sharks and crocodiles. I’d rather be
“wet than ett”). Apparently even the
Eastern Europeans are decamping
at a rate of knots - no doubt fed up
with being paid bladders for nasty
menial jobs and not being able
to afford to buy a bag of crisps. I
was waited on in Salisbury, whilst
doing a week with the Army, by a
fully qualified Polish Professor of
Dentistry!
Not that there is too much to be
euphoric about at the moment in
time. We seem to be sliding into
a recession, (great time for your
humble correspondent to be trying
to sell his flat), a trip to the filling
station requires the wealth of a
third world tyrant to obtain half
a tank, a pot of fish paste has
become akin to caviar, and if you
bought a banger that was a real
deal despite its thirst, then God
awful Gordon is going to sting you
big time in the few months.
And then there is the epidemic of
knife crime to worry about. The
Nation’s top Judge, Igor Judge (no
other real career alternative lets be
honest!) has described it thus.
And yet God Almighty tells us that
violent crime is down. Tell that to
the grieving parents of the 14 or so
victims of the past few weeks. The
streets are mean in the Cities, and
no-one believes the papier mache
statistics vomiting out of Downing
Street. In fact that is one of my few
comforts at this melancholy time
– that Brown is on the canvas, and
a couple more swift kidney punches
will see him exiting stage right
pretty soon.
But of course we have had the
telly to placate us. There was the
epic Andy Murray fest – that match
against the French guy on the
Monday was great – all that bicep-

bracing and fist clenching with
the open Mouthed roaring. Made
him look like a cross between
an enraged baboon and that
painting the Scream (the one by
the depressed Scandiwejan that’s
always getting nicked).
But didn’t we love it? Middle aged
ladies in crepe summer frocks
behaving like school girls at
their first discos, moustachioed
grandees in blazers and panamas,
joining in the whOOAAHS when
Hawkeye was employed to decide
the dodgy line calls.
Of course the silky, sulky Scots
laddie was promptly put to the
sword by Rafa, completing a pretty
good week for Spain, what with
their footballers winning their first
major trophy since the Armada
won “best kept boats” award in
the Plymouth regatta. Poor old
Germany! (Stop it!)
And of course I had to watch
“Criminal Justice”. I knew I
wouldn’t like it, I knew I would
find myself uttering a string of
“nonsense”, “Bloody ridiculous”,
“utter balderdash” comments,
firstly under my breath, and then at
rather more Murrayesque volume.
And in fact I walked into the garden
when the sleaze ball Duty Solicitor,
all eczema and dandruff, suit from
about 1971, brylcreamed lank
locks and small piggy eyes, arrived
and started giving his loose-jawed
punter the advice like “Shut it
– they come up with their own story,
we come up with ours” and “I don’t
want to be stuck with the truth, I
need to be flexible. The shop is
shut – Forget the truth – We do
everything at half speed”.
This after the police had taken VERY
intimate samples before the poor
toad had even seen his duty dog.
But the best bit was “I’ve been a
no comment man all my life and its
never let me down. Blame it on your
hard-assed Solicitor”. AAARGGGHH!
Then when the nasty Police
Inspector was turning the
interrogation screw, and the
feckless and terrified defendant
mewled pathetically “Can we stop
this?” and Mr Useless the brief
just sat there doing nothing, I finally
snapped – “Yes we can bleeding
stop it!” – and off I huffed into the
garden where the pipistrel bats
and the swallows were wheeling
about catching flies. And I didn’t
have to confront yet another ghastly
assassination of my profession.
By the time it got too dark and I

went back in, it was nearly over,
and “Where Eagles Dare” was
on TCM channel, so I absorbed
myself in Burton mouthing
“BRoadSWOARDDD calling
DANNIBUOY” instead. Much better.
And the tragic death of the poor
lad who’s sister was on Eastenders
and wanted all the violent scroats
put into combats and whisked off to
the Helmand Province or Bagdhad
to be allowed to do their violent bit
for us, prompted the usual debate
about National Service.
Well yes. The Forces DO instil
discipline, and a lot of bad lads
HAVE turned their lives around
by being given some direction.
BUT if you ask the Servicemen,
they want nothing to do with it.
All three Services are extremely
professional. And the reason
they are so good at their jobs is
because they are all volunteers.
You can’t go bunging a skinhead
into a company in the hope that
his criminal tendencies will simply
evaporate once he’s got a uniform
on. And you can’t set up Penal
Battalions to be cannon fodder
either. Spend the money on putting
more Bobbies on the beat, make
sure anyone carrying a knife goes
straight into the Nick, educate
the kids and their parents about
the whole subject. By all means
allow the extremely brave soldiers,
sailors and Airmen become part of
the process as role models. But
to think that enlisting the cowardly
yobs that are prepared to stick a
knife into another human being will
turn into VC’s is naive.
On a slightly related topic, I was
delighted to have been able to
attend Captain Sir Norman LloydEdwards’s (Royal Naval Reserve,
Solicitor and former President of
the Cardiff & District Law Society)
retirement Dinner from his position
as Lord Lieutenant at City Hall.
Norman is a true gentleman, a
fine servant to his Country, his
Profession and to the City of Cardiff.
He also tells a mean story, often
against himself, and for one who
has achieved so much, is very selfeffacing. Happy retirement to him.
On the Confederation front, we
are moving into a summer of
what promises to be, frenzied
activity. Not only is the “Course
Season” rapidly approaching (and
the adverts appear in the edition
of Legal News), but the new
categories of membership, and the
hoped for expansion of our area are
about to be put into operation.
I know that many people from the

West, East and Mid-Wales read
this magazine, and we shall be
announcing the details of how
they can become members in the
next edition. In the meantime,
any queries can be made to Mike
Walters or me.
And we finally have a badge of
office. It was designed and crafted
by the Rone Company based in
Narberth, and very impressive it is
too. Again the next edition will have
a feature on it, and, if I can find the
batteries, some photos too.
And we had a brilliant Summer Ball
at the New House Hotel just a few
weeks ago. Once again the lust
and enthusiasm of you lot when
it comes to the roulette table is
jaw-dropping. Even though some
one had fallen and had to be
whisked off in an ambulance didn’t
stop the relentless pursuit for
gambling glory! The music (provided
by an excellent Frank Sinatra
impersonator) stopped, but not the
Roulette! But, joking aside, and
despite the appalling weather (that
prevented us from promenading
on the terrace in our finery) it was
a splendid “bash”. My heartfelt
thanks to DVP Fran Edwards and,
of course, Mr Events Man Richard
Fisher, for all their hard work.
Finally I have been lucky enough
to be in the company of sporting
Solicitors this summer. In May, the
Cardiff Academicals, under the less
than inspiring Captaincy of a very
elderly me, took part in the Wm.de
Boll competition in Hilvershum,
Holland. And we won it! I have to
admit that after getting injured
early on, my time on the pitch was
shorter duration than the speech
I made when accepting the very
handsome trophy, but it was a
great day. No fewer than six Cardiff
Solicitors were in the team.
Then I was very privileged
to have been with the Welsh
representatives in the Over 45’s
University Masters World Cup in
Switzerland. Mike Imperato Tim
Musgrave, Paul (Harry Horse)
Warren, and not least the “Supremo
of Solva”, Andy Owen from Abses
were the Cardiff Solicitors who
took part, and achieved group
qualification and an eventual
creditable 5th place.
So perhaps it’s not so gloomy a
picture after all.
Until the next time, I wish you all a
happy summer with more sun tan
than rust.
Mumf

FEATURE

CYRRAEDD CYFIAWNDER CYMRU REACHING JUSTICE WALES, A LEGAL SUPPORT TRUST
I am very pleased
and honoured to be
the Chairman of the
Trustee Board of this
new Wales-based
Trust, Cyrraedd
Cyfiawnder Cymru
– Reaching Justice
Wales.
The Trust’s main aim is to
contribute to the availability of
legal advice throughout Wales.
The Trust will support voluntary
sector agencies which provide
free legal advice where there
is need. It is intended that the
Trust should only supplement
and not actually replace
Public Funding (legal aid).
The establishment of this Trust
follows the success of the
London Legal Support Trust which
was launched by Lord Woolf,
the then Lord Chief Justice, in
April 2004. There has been an
initiative to try to establish similar
Trust Schemes in other parts of
England and Wales. In Wales, a
Steering Committee was set up to
establish a Scheme here. Though
there are valuable links with, and
great help has been provided by,
the London Trust, the Steering
Committee has wished to make
the Scheme established here
distinctively Welsh. Members of
the Steering Committee, among
others, are Winston Roddick QC,
Leader of the Wales and Chester
Circuit, and representatives of
the Institute of Legal Executives,
the Law Society, One Stanley

Place Chambers in North Wales
and Cardiff Law School.
Just as the membership of
the Steering Committee is
representative of Welsh legal
life, the new Scheme seeks to
draw together all of the various
strands of legal Wales: solicitors,
barristers, legal executives, the
Judiciary, academics, employed
lawyers and law students.
The London Trust has grown rapidly,
thanks principally to the success
of the London Legal Sponsored
Walks. All proceeds from these
walks went to the Trust and then
to London’s voluntary sector
legal agencies. This year’s walk
involved some 3,500 lawyers, their
friends and colleagues. Led by the
present Lord Chief Justice, Lord
Phillips, the Master of the Rolls,
and other leading members of the
Judiciary, it raised £310,000.

Lord Justice Pill has very kindly
accepted an invitation to become
President of the Trust. There
has already been some financial
commitment to the Scheme
by law firms and Chambers in
Cardiff. Further seed-corn funding
to help establish the Trust
and enable it to begin its work

Full details of the Trust and
the Sponsored Walk will be
distributed over coming weeks.
I very much look forward to
seeing you all in September
and in the meantime would be
most grateful for any support
that you can give to the Trust.

would be greatly appreciated.

Graham Jones
Acting Designated Civil
Judge for Wales
Civil Justice Centre
Cardiff

Even more important, I invite
everyone linked directly or
indirectly to the legal profession
in Wales to make a note of
the 25th September 2008
in diaries and then join in
the Sponsored Walk.

Please note: any offers of support,
or any queries, may be addressed to
reachingjusticewales@cardiff.ac.uk

We are now looking forward to
Wales’ own Legal Sponsored
Walk, the “Three Courts Walk”,
which is to take place on Thursday
25th September at 6pm. It will
commence outside the Crown Court
and from there the route will take
us past the Magistrates’ Court, the
Cardiff Civil Justice Centre and, via
the Millennium Stadium and the
River Taff, back to the Crown Court.
From time to time there will be
other fundraising activities but
it is likely that the main source
of funding will be the annual
Sponsored Walk. Although the
inaugural Walk will take place in
Cardiff, it is emphasised that this
is an all-Wales Trust. It is intended
in future years to hold the Walk
in the various parts of Wales.
LEGAL NEWS
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UPDATE

SUMMER PARTY - NITE IN VEGAS
The Confederation held a Summer
Party on Friday, 27th June at New
House Country Hotel, Thornhill,
Cardiff. As you may know the views
from this Hotel are spectacular
and on a good day you can see for
miles. Unfortunately, we did not
have a good day. The idea was to
arrive for Pre-Dinner Drinks on the
Balcony but the weather did not
permit and no-one loitered outside.
We nevertheless started the
night with a compulsory glass of
Pimms and then ate and drank
to our hearts content. The Hotel
had supported the Las Vegas
theme and all the tables were

laid in black and white with
playing cards scattered around.
Our President, Simon Mumford,
gave a short welcoming speech
– well, short for him anyway.
Despite there being several other
functions on the same evening, we
still managed a good crowd with
lawyers from Cardiff, Caerphilly
and Pontypridd in attendance and
Pendragon Chambers, Temple
Chambers and ILEX were also
represented. Thanks to Diane
Burleigh, ILEX Chief Executive, for
making the long trip from Bedford.

We were entertained by Dave Dean
who did many Frank Sinatra, Dean
Martin songs and I am ashamed
to say, I knew most of them. He
worked hard to make sure the
night was a success and I would
recommend him to anyone.
Our Vice President decided it
would be fun to play Heads and
Tails and I can assure you there
is nothing funnier than watching
a roomful of lawyers trying to
decide whether to grab their heads,
backsides, or a combination of
both. I bet there are no photos of
this (definitely censored - Editor)

The casino table was busy all
night with those trying to win the
prizes, being £100 cash prize
donated by Simplylawjobs.com,
High Street Vouchers donated
by PW Media and Sunday
Lunch for Two donated by the
New House Country Hotel.
Many thanks to the event’s
sponsors First Corporate Legal
Services and Richards Gray
whose support undoubtedly helped
to make the night such a success.
Fran Edwards
Junior Vice President

The lucky - or skilled? - prize winners

ILEX SOUTH WALES
We held a Revision Day in May
in conjunction with Coleg Glan
Hafren, Cardiff. This was very
popular for both Level 3 and
Level 6 Students and time will
tell whether it was useful, when
the exam results are available.
News from ILEX Head Office - ILEX
are re-developing the professional
qualifications and there will be new
qualifications available initially at
Level 3. Employers had expressed
a wish for a “building block”
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approach where “Units” achieved
can be turned into qualifications.
Each Unit will be an award in its
own right and can be aggregated
into a Certificate and Diploma.
This will assist students as it
will be more flexible and can
be adapted to compliment the
firm’s own training. The training
can be undertaken at approved
Colleges or using ILEX Tutorial
College’s learning courses. It
will then be up to the firm and
the Student whether to how,

LEGAL NEWS

when and whether to proceed
to become a Legal Executive.
Next event:
Friday, 8th August 2008
Summer Party Night at Hasapiko
Greek Restaurant, Cardiff.
Good food and Greek dancing
are compulsory. Come and join
us for a “smashing” time.
September 2008
Seminar with CPD points. To be
arranged, subject to interest.

11th October 2008
Annual Ball at Park Plaza Hotel,
Cardiff to include Dinner and
entertainment. Ticket cost £30.00
for Members. £35 Non-Members.
Cost will be subsidised
for Branch Members.
Please contact me for
further information.
Frances Edwards, Branch
Chairman. c/o Caswell Jones
18 Cardiff Road, Caerphilly

UPDATE

HUGGARD

CLIMBING TO THE TOP
which gave Rob and Ollie the
financial backing necessary to
turn their dream into reality.

As a thank you for their hard
work Boulders Limited founders,
Rob Lawrence and Ollie Noakes
invited Richard Jones and
Joanna Corbett-Simmons of
Morgan Cole to attend the
press launch of their indoor
climbing centre at Rover Way,
just off Newport Road in Cardiff.
Richard, along with the assistance
of trainee Joanna, had negotiated
and finalised a Shareholders’
Agreement for the company

Richard and Joanna ‘roped’ in
two other trainees, Andrew Davies
and Georgina Mills, to attend
the press launch where they
had been briefed to expect an
‘abseil with a twist’. With visions
of jumping down the front of the
building at Rover Way, Joanna
was more than a little anxious
about attending. At the time the
premises was little more than a
disused industrial unit as work
had yet to start to transform it
into the state-of-the-art indoor
mountain retreat it is set to be.
The ‘twist’ therefore was that
the abseil was not so much of
an abseil than a 30ft free-fall

(FORMERLY CARDIFF ACTION FOR THE SINGLE HOMELESS)

from the ceiling, blindfolded!
Richard bravely volunteered to
go first and the others watched
nervously as he was hoisted up
to the ceiling. All four successfully
lowered themselves to the
ground without any cause for
concern on Rob and Ollie’s part.
The climbing centre is due to
open at the end of August and
the official launch party will see
Richard and the trainees return
for another abseiling experience,
only this time with a wall!
For more information and to
register your interest please go to
www.bouldersclimbingcentre.co.uk.
Joanna Corbett-Simmons
Morgan Cole

Provision of Legal Services
Huggard is a registered charity providing
accommodation and support for
vulnerable, homeless people. It runs a
Day Centre, Emergency Bed Unit and
manages a number of houses in Cardiff
where tenants can receive support.
It is seeking expressions of interest from
local solicitors interested in providing
accessible and cost-effective legal advice to
help it achieve its aims, mainly in the fields
of landlord and tenant and employment.
For more information on Huggard please visit
www.huggard.org.uk. For further written details,
please contact Karen Holbrook or to discuss
any expression of interest generally, please
contact Tim Paddock, both on (029) 20349980.
All expressions of interest should be returned
to Richard Edwards, Chief Executive, Huggard
Centre, Tresillian Way, Cardiff CF10 5JZ

Confidence and leadership
at Howell’s School, Llandaff

Jasper (far left) with G8 leaders

The ethos at Howell’s encourages
all students to develop their
thinking, learning and presentation
skills and to develop their own
particular talents, academic or
otherwise. The word visitors
use most frequently to describe
the students is confident. Our
confidence-building environment

starts at the Nursery stage and
continues through our Junior
School, Senior School and
co-educational College. We are very
proud of our students’ successes
in public speaking and the
leadership roles they play in the
community. Currently, Katie James
is the English Speaking Union’s UK
Best Speaker, Lydia Lewis is one of
the UK Youth Representatives for
Save the Children, Emilia Bona is a
UK Youth Representative for World
Vision and four of our Year 13
students – Hannah Coakley, Rose
Stuart, Harry Brooks and Jasper
Warner recently had the honour
of representing the UK at the J8
Summit in Japan.

Jasper with the J8 representation
and the G8 leaders in Japan
LEGAL NEWS
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CPD
SEMINARS

The Confederation of South Wales Law Societies
In association with The Law School, University of Glamorgan

THREE CPD COURSES

(All Recent Legislative and Judicial Developments prior to the Course date will be reviewed)

Family Law
Course A
(Members £80  Non-members £100)
17th September 2008
9.00 – 1.00pm      3.5 CPD Hrs
Held at The University of Glamorgan, Pontypridd. (Main Building)
Introduced by Frances Edwards, (Chairman,  ILEX SOUTH WALES BRANCH)
Speakers will include:
District Judge John Doel, Pontypridd County Court
Paul Hartley-Davies, Barrister at Chambers 30 Park Place
CAFCASS Officer/Children’s Guardian
Richard Miller, Barrister at Temple Chambers

Topics to include:
• Public Child Law • Schedule 1 Children Act 1989 Claims • Cohabitee Claims
• CAFCASS role in family cases and mediation • Ancillary Relief • Private Child Law

Criminal Law Review
Course B
(Members £125  Non-members £175)
17th October 2008
9.15 – 4.30      6.5 CPD Hrs
Held at The University of Glamorgan, Pontypridd  (Main Building)
Introduced by Simon Mumford, President, Confederation of South Wales Law Societies
Speakers will include:
His Honour Judge John Curran, Senior Judge, Cardiff Crown Court
David Richmond, The New Chief Clerk to The Justices of
Mid & South Glamorgan Magistrates Courts
Jon Holmes, Barrister at Chambers 30 Park Place
Simon Mumford, Consultant, Senior Advocate,
  Hilary Williams, Criminal Justice System Liaison Manager (LSC)
Tom Atherton, Head of Wales Complex Casework Unit (CPS)
Roy Morgan, Morgan Solicitors, Chairman Legal Aid Practitioners Group (LAPG)
Chris Lewis, Crown Prosecution Services Cardiff Crown Court

Topics
• The Definitive Criminal Law update from one of Wales Top Legal Minds • New Single Fee
• How the Solicitors Regulating Authority will affect you. • Continuing Changes to the Criminal Procedure Rules
• Developments in CJSSS • Sentencing Guidelines, Including the definitive Magistrates Court Package
• LSC Developments and any Movement to Best Value Tendering

CPD
SEMINARS

Civil Law Update
Course C
30th October 2008
9.15 – 4.30     6.5 CPD Hrs
(Members £125 – non Members £175)
Held at University of Glamorgan, Pontypridd (Main Building)
Introduced by Mark Harvey   President, The Incorporated Law Society for Cardiff & District
Speakers will include:
The New Designated Circuit Judge, Cardiff Civil Justice Centre
District Judge John Regan, Civil Justice Centre
Mark Harvey, Partner Hugh James, Solicitors
Simon Cradick, Partner Morgan Cole, Solicitors
Stuart Hutton, Huttons, Solicitors, Snr Vice-President, Cardiff & District Law Society

Topics
• Recent Law and Rule Updates including: • Search Orders – ‘Anton Pillar’ – ‘Mareva Injunction’
• The Pre-Action Protocols & pre-issue remedies •Personal Injury • Using Expert Evidence Correctly
• How to get paid properly • Bankruptcy

BOOKING FORM
Name:

_____________________________________________________

Firm:

_____________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tel:

_____________________________________________________

DX:

_____________________________________________________

Email:

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I/We should like to book ____________ place/s for A) Family Law, B) Criminal Law, C) Civil Law. (Circle appropriate course)
I enclose a cheque in the sum of  £___________________ made payable to The Confederation of South Wales Law Societies.
Fees: See Costs of Courses above (The following local law societies are currently members of The Confederation; Cardiff & District,
Merthyr & Aberdare, Pontypridd & Rhondda and Rhymney Valley)

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 1. A place on the course is reserved when the completed booking is received and the cheque accepted by The
Confederation. Receipts will only be issued on request. Substitution of delegates may be made at any time up to the start of the course. 2. Cancellations
between 7 and 21 days from the date of the course will be subject to a charge of 25% of the course fee or the delegate may transfer to a later course at
no charge. There will be no refund for cancellations made within 7days of the date of the course. 3. The Confederation reserves the right to cancel the
course, and will refund the fee in full. 4. The Confederation reserves the right to alter the content, lectures, timing and venue of the course for any reason
beyond the control of The Confederation. N.B: PLEASE ENCLOSE PAYMENT, AS BOOKINGS CANNOT BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT IT. Return to Michael
Walters, 16 Pearl Street, Cardiff CF24 1HD or DX 33029 Cardiff
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CHANCERY L
The June Council Meeting
I’ll begin by apologising to those
who wanted to watch the June
council meeting. In the June issue
of Legal News, I mentioned that the
Law Society would be meeting in
the Senedd building. Unfortunately,
I was wrong: the meeting was in
the St David’s Spa hotel. This may
explain why only one local solicitor
(Mark Harvey, our president)
watched the proceedings. It turns
out that the Senedd chamber can
seat only 60 AMs, so it was not
large enough to accommodate
the 75 council members who
attended the meeting.
The meeting itself was a success.
Twelve council members have asked
the powers that be at Chancery
Lane to evaluate the feasibility of
arranging an annual or biennial
council meeting in Cardiff, “to foster
and cement links with the National
Assembly of Wales as the second
legislature within the England and
Wales jurisdiction, and the Welsh
Assembly Government, and to bring
proposals to the October Council
Meeting”. They have agreed to do
so and at the October meeting will
produce plans for holding more
council meetings outside London.
Council’s visit to Cardiff would
not have succeeded as it did
without all the hard work of Lowri
Morgan, Geraint Williams and
Kay Powell from Capital Tower.
Thanks, too, go to Mark Powell of
Hugh James and Tessa Shellens
from Morgan Cole for their
contributions to the discussion
forum on Welsh devolution.
The business at the meeting
included the following:
1. Approving draft amendments
to the Law Society’s Charter to
enable council to create new
categories of membership of the
Law Society, and to enable council
10
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to admit as members of the Society
registered European lawyers and
registered foreign lawyers. These
amendments are to be put before
a SGM in July for approval;
2. Suggesting amendments to
the plan that Paul Marsh has
prepared for his year as president
of the Society. The key themes
of his presidential year will be:
• the business of law (ie the
promotion of solicitors, the promotion
of promotion of professional pride
and the promotion of profitability);
• the promotion of small practices
and sole practitioners;
• the promotion of equality and
diversity to ensure that entry
to and advancement within the
profession or open to all; and
• pastoral care;
3. Appointing the Law Society’s
representatives on the Corporate
Review Group which has been set
up to improve working relationships
with the SRA. The Society’s
representatives will be the Vice
President, the Treasurer, the Chief
Executive and a member of the
Management Board (to be chosen
by the Management Board).
Relations with the SRA
Relations with the SRA have not
been as straightforward as we
would have wished. The Law Society
as a whole (ie the representative
Law Society, SRA and LCS) operates
within an imperfect structure which
was not properly thought through
during the rush two years ago to
separate the Law Society’s powers.
For instance: the Law Society is
the approved regulator for the
profession for the purposes of the
Legal Services Act 2007 s 20,
and it has devolved its exercise of
its regulatory powers to the SRA.
The SRA is, therefore, responsible
for discharging the Law Society’s
regulatory powers and the chief
executive of the SRA manages the
SRA, develops its policies, takes
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responsibility for its operations and
is answerable to the chairman of
the SRA. The chairman of the SRA
is in turn answerable to the Law
Society, which is why he reports to
the Law Society’s council (as the
chairman of the LCS does, too).
One task of the chief executive of
the SRA is to prepare the SRA’s
budget, which is subject to the
approval of the SRA’s board and,
ultimately, that of the council which
decides whether to accept or reject
the Law Society’s budget. The
chief executive of the SRA (and
his counterpart at the LCS) must
liaise with the chief executive of
the Law Society when they prepare
their budgets as the chief executive
of the Law Society is responsible
for Law Society-wide issues, such
as its budget and the common IT
system. Thus where these issues
are concerned the chief executive
of the SRA is not independent
of the chief executive of the Law
Society, although his job title
suggests otherwise, although the
chief executive of the Law Society
cannot interfere with the operational
decisions of the SRA. I hope that
this explanation is clear, although
the line of accountability I am
seeking to describe is not readily
apparent. The chief executives of
the SRA and LCS are answerable
to the chief executive of the Law
Society in some matters which
may affect their ability to discharge
the functions that have been
delegated to them, although they
are not answerable to the chief
executive of the Law Society in
their discharge of those functions.
Thus, there is scope for
disagreement between the two
bodies: the SRA may feel that Law
Society-wide policies and decisions
frustrate its ability to do its job in
the way it would wish it may feel
that the separation of powers has

not been complete; and the Law
Society may feel that it is too heavyhanded in its enforcement action
and is not a “light touch” regulator,
as the Society wanted it to be. It
is natural that a new regulator like
the SRA wishes to flex its muscles
- if it doesn’t do so shortly after it
has been created, it never will. The
Corporate Review group has been
set up to improve communications
and to minimise misunderstandings
between the two bodies.
At the July meeting the council
delegated the Society’s rulemaking powers to the SRA. This is
consistent with the requirements of
Legal Services Act 2007 s 29. In
future, council will not approve any
changes to the existing rules or the
creation of new rules. Instead, the
rules will be prepared by the SRA
staff and approved by the board of
the SRA (as has happened to date)
and then approved by the Master of
the Rolls and Lord Chancellor. The
Society had been committed to this
delegation but delayed transferring
this power until it was satisfied
that it could properly scrutinise the
rule-making process in future.
Relations with the LCS
The Legal Services Complaints
Commissioner has fined the Law
Society £275,000 for preparing an
inadequate complaints handling
plan for 2008/2009. The LCS
has not filed another plan for the
LSCC’s approval and maintains
that its complaints-handling plan
is reasonable. There is no right of
appeal against the LSCC’s fine, so
the Law Society must either pay up
or take judicial review proceedings
to quash the LSCC’s decision.
The basis of the LSCC’s decision
appears to be that the LCS’s plan
did not meet certain key targets
set by the LSCC immediately, as
she expected, but took several
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months to reach. Further, the
LSCC considered that the LCS was
inefficient because it costs too
much. The Law Society and LCS are
united in their criticism of the LSCC’s
fine and her reasoning. The LCS is
delivering a much quicker and more
efficient service than it has managed
before (the LSCC concedes this),
and the chief executive and her staff
should be complimented on the
improvement. Similarly, they should
be praised for not putting forward
a plan which the LSCC would like
to read but which they could not
deliver. Further, we should recognise
that there is a difference between
handling complaints in an efficient
and timely fashion, which is what
the LCS has until now failed to do,
and handling complaints in a costefficient manner, which is what the
LSCC now requires. The Law Society
wants the LCS to handle complaints
more cheaply, and it is likely that the
LCS, which costs some £31 million a
year to run, is too expensive, but it is
unfair of the LSCC to complain about
the cost when cost efficiency is not
a target against which the LSCC
measures the LCS’s performance.
The LCS did not meet all the targets
set by its plan for 2007/2008. It
failed to meet five of the thirteen
targets, though it did not fall far
short of them. However, despite
publishing the statistics, the
chairman and chief executive of the
LCS claim that it passed three of the
targets which its own figures show it
fell short of. I have not encountered
such double-speak since I read
1984. To give an example: one
target for the LCS was that in at
least 88% of cases it should send
its first substantive response to
the consumer within 45 days of
receipt of the complaint. The LCS
figures show that this was done
in 81% of cases. Unsurprisingly,
the LSCC found that the LCS had
failed to meet the target, but the

LCS says that the target has been
met. Who is the LCS trying to kid?
How is 81 equal to or more than
88? Would the LCS (or the SRA
for that matter, as they deal with
some complaints) find such duplicity
acceptable from a solicitor? I think
not. The good news is that the LSCC
has decided not to fine the Society
for failing to meet its complaints
handling plan for 2007/2008.
Council size
The council will debate its future size
in the October council meeting. After
consultation with council members
and local law societies, the prevailing
view received by the Law Society
is that its council should consist
of between 70 - 75 members, with
about 60 representing geographic
constituencies. This is approximately
the size and composition of council
before the reforms of 2001.

LSCC because of poor performance
by the LCS, bitter disagreements
with the LSC and Ministry of Justice
about legal aid and interminable
disputes about the Law Society’s
governance will not persuade
the profession to pay an annual
subscription to join the Law Society.
The things that make it worthwhile
joining the Law Society are rarely
debated in council for long, if at
all, but they are important. They
include such things as the Law

keen to see reporting what the Law
Society does), and the services
which the Law Society is developing
to help solicitors improve their
businesses their image and their
self-image, manage change and
improve profitability. If you look
back towards the beginning of
this article you will see that all of
these matters are included in the
agenda of Paul Marsh, our new
president, in his presidential plan.

Society’s law reform committees
(which I have written about in
these pages), the improved and
re-launched Law Society Gazette
(which the Membership Board is

I hope that all of you have an
enjoyable and relaxing summer.
David Dixon

Politics and the value
of the Law Society
Following my report on Chancery
Lane at the last meeting of the
Cardiff & District Council, Michael
Imperato said he saw little value in
the Law Society. My reports usually
cover the Law Society’s often
strained relations with the SRA,
LCS, Legal Services Commission
and Ministry of Justice and the
Society’s preoccupation with its
governance. Please remember
that as a council member I am
supposed to attend, participate in
and report on the issues discussed
in council meetings. These are,
necessarily, political issues and
debates. The value of the Law
Society can emerge in these
debates - the successful judicial
review proceedings against the
Legal Services Commission and the
resulting (slight) improvement in the
terms of the unified civil contract
are recent examples. However, for
the most part, reports of territorial
fights with the SRA, fines from the
LEGAL NEWS
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SBA 150th
ANNIVERSARY

THE SOLICITORS BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION - CARING SINCE 1858
competition – both in and out of
the profession – on the horizon we
can be sure the need to promote
pastoral care for solicitors will
increase – the SBA is the flagship.”
He continued by saying that more
must be more done to ensure that
all solicitors know about the SBA
and promised to continue to raise
the profile of the Association when
he becomes Law Society President

Adrian Rees, Chief Executive,
with the SBA staff

Most people when
first hearing of a
Benevolent Association
for Solicitors think of
it as something of an
oxymoron and scoff at
the idea that solicitors
need financial help.
The Solicitors Benevolent
Association (SBA) has been
supporting solicitors and their
dependants for over 150 years and
continues to be the principal charity
for solicitors in England and Wales.
The first meeting of the SBA was
held on the 13th January 1858.
When proposing the establishment
of the Association in 1857,
founder, James Anderton, of
Blackfriars, with Messrs Banner
and Hope, of Liverpool and Leeds,
pointed out that in the Profession
of Law no comprehensive
Benevolent Institution existed.
Since 1858 the SBA with the
support of the profession has
provided the comprehensive
benevolence needed to assist
solicitors or their dependants, using
the words of James Anderton, “in
12
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seasons of adversity.” In 2007
for instance, the SBA helped
296 beneficiaries through loans
and grants totalling £1.7m.
The SBA Board comprises of 33
Trustees who are responsible for
making awards, and are assisted by
78 area representatives across the
country who visit applicants in their
homes to assess their needs. ‘The
trustees and area representatives
are all solicitors who give up their
time freely to meet with potential
beneficiaries, which saves the
charity a lot of money,’ notes chief
executive Adrian Rees. ‘Not to
mention that their background
means they understand what the
beneficiary has been through. It’s
a real strength of this set-up.’
Beneficiary secretary Angi Birts, who
is the first port of call for applicants,
explains that there are just two
requirements for help: the need
must be financial and the applicant
must be a solicitor or dependant of
a solicitor or former solicitor. ‘We
help purely on a financial basis,
but we like to give a bit of TLC on
the phone; however, we are not
counsellors,’ she says. Assistance
is not given to those who have
been struck off the roll or who
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have brought the profession into
disrepute, ‘but we may help their
families, who we consider victims
of such situations’, adds Ms Birts.
The charity is funded through various
means. There is a membership
fee, currently £10 per year or
£100 for life (the SBA has 16,000
members who are solicitors or
retired solicitors), while legacies
and general donations form a
substantial amount, plus conditional
donations which are unclaimed
balances from client accounts that
firms can donate, subject to the
approval of the Solicitors Regulatory
Authority. More recent initiatives
include a new corporate membership
scheme, through which large firms
can donate annual payments on
behalf of the whole firm rather
than individual membership.
Magic circle firm, Clifford Chance
became the first Gold Corporate
Member having donated £15,000
to the charity. The firm also
recently hosted a reception at their
Canary Wharf offices to celebrate
the SBA’s 150th anniversary. The
Law Society Vice-President, Paul
Marsh commented in his speech
at the event that “with so much

later this year. “I’m passionate
about ensuring that absolutely
everyone in our great profession
knows who you are, what you do,
and where they can find you.”
In May, City law firm, Lovells, allowed
the SBA the use of their excellent
facilities in their London office for a
conference jointly hosted with Lawcare
and the Solicitors Assistance Scheme.
This is the first time the SBA has
publicly joined forces with the other
legal charities to highlight the need for
pastoral care within the profession.
The Association’s anniversary
year ends in October 2008 but
one of the main objectives of
the SBA is to continue to raise
the profile of the charity through
events and to make sure that all
solicitors in England and Wales
know that help is there if needed.
The Board of Trustees is meeting in
Cardiff on 10th September and it is
hoped that a late afternoon reception
will be held at a local soliccitors’
office. Please contact Adrian Rees
if you are interested in attending.
Adrian Rees, Chief Executive
Solicitors Benevolent Association
1 Jaggard Way, Balham, London
DX 41608 Balham, SW12 8SG
T. 020 8675 6440
F. 020 8675 6441
W. www.sba.org.uk
E. sec@sba.org.uk
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Spanish Travel Claims - What Lurks Beneath
Unfortunately a large
number of people return
for their Spanish holiday
with more than sunburn
as a health problem.
Many will fall and suffer injuries around
the swimming pool. If the injured
person has been on a package tour
(typically where accommodation, travel
and food is all included) they should
be able to bring proceedings against
the tour operator in the British courts.
This is even though the accident
happened abroad. However, whether
the claim succeeds will depend on the
local standards applicable where the
accident happened. Therefore a British
judge, on a cold and wet day in a
British court, will find himself grappling
with swimming pool standards as they
apply in sunny Spain.
It used to be the case that in Spanish
law, the burden of proof was on
the defendant in a tripping/falling
case. It was for the defendant to

prove that he was not responsible.

have noticed, or where a person fell

become ill as a result of water

However, this has recently altered.

on the steps of an hotel stairway that

borne bacteria. Under Spanish law

Now, in Spanish law, the victim of

was wet because it was a rainy day.

the hotel provides the swimming

a fall must establish the liability of

pool as a service. As a service

the owner or person in charge of the

Therefore, in a slipping or tripping case

provider, the hotel can be liable

premises. Fault is established if the

in Spain, the general rule is that one

for fault and the burden of proof

victim can show that the potential

must be able to point to a specific

is reversed. Effectively the hotel is

defendant has failed in the required

defect, either in the floor/steps or

strictly liable. This is because under

measures of supervision, signposting,

a defect in cleaning or maintenance

Spanish law the service of providing

care, precaution or maintenance

procedures. Spanish swimming pools

a swimming pool is one that requires

of premises. Claimants have been

and the areas around them, are bound

the guarantee of certain levels of

successful where, for example, they

to be wet and, to an extent, slippery. If

proficiency and safety. There is a cap

fell because stairs had no banisters

that is the only complaint the claimant

or where stairs were in a very poor

can put to a potential defendant, the

to the amount of a claim brought on
this basis of €3m but that should be

condition. Claimants in Spain have

case is likely to fail on the basis that

enough to satisfy a claim for even

been successful, where the victim fell

slippery surfaces near swimming pools

the worst tummy bug.

in a toilet where there was vomit on

are general risks of life, inherent to

the floor that had not been cleaned.

human conduct. The Spanish phrase

Therefore it can be seen that it is

for this is “Id quod plerumque accidit”

difficult for claimants who have slipped

However, fault cannot be established

(what regularly happens must be

by a Spanish swimming pool. For

where the cause of the fall was

borne by those who suffer it).

those who are struck down by water
borne tummy bugs they should have

the inattentiveness of the victim or
where the fall can be explained in

However, there are slightly more

little difficulty in establishing fault. The

the context of the general risks of

grounds for optimism for another

only issue in tummy bug cases will be

life. Examples of this are, where a

common scenario arising with

proving that the problem was linked

customer fell over in a restaurant,

Spanish swimming pools, the

to the actual swimming pool and not

whilst he was going to the toilet and

contraction of a stomach bug. It is

overindulging with sangria!

stumbled over a step that he should

not uncommon for holiday makers

Michael Imperato
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EQUAL
OPPORTUNITIES

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU!
Eleanor Williams, Darwin Gray

Big Brother 9 is here and it’s more diverse than ever. In
many ways, Big Brother is like a workforce where every
employee is different and every one has their own issues
and agendas. For instance, this year in Big Brother, Darnell
is albino, Mohammed is from Somalia, Alexandra (now
evicted) is a Muslim, Stuart is a single dad, Dennis is gay.
If they were employees not housemates, their potential
discrimination claims could be endless.
So, what strategies could an
employer implement to keep the
lid on this diverse workforce:
• Bullying – historically, this has
been a huge problem for Big
Brother. Channel 4 stated that
after the debacle on last year’s
show, “we have protocols in place
which have been strengthened
following last year’s internal
review”. This is in line with finding
from the Chartered Management
Institute that state that 55%
of managers report that their
organisation has a formal policy
on bullying. In addition, the Dignity
at Work Partnership together
with the Department of Business
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform
identified recently that the most
effective way of dealing with
bullying in the workplace is to
have a zero-tolerance approach.
• Doing the Right Thing is Popular
- over 700,000 people tuned in to
watch the Big Brother Highlights
show on June 19. This show
included coverage of Alexandra’s
removal from the show for
allegedly threatening behaviour.
Discriminatory behaviour is big
business. Channel 4 is over the
moon with this popularity. Being a
reasonable employer who has an
effective complaints system (in this
case the Diary Room) and is swift
to deal with problematic issues,
could make your ratings soar!
• Make Sure Everyone knows the
Rules – Big Brother is draconian,

that’s well known. Which is the
point. Everyone who goes into the
Big Brother house knows that there
are 33 cameras situated within the
house and garden. These cameras
are always on and housemates
are told to assume that they are
being watched at all times. There
are over 40 microphones in the
house to record every word and
each housemate has a personal
microphone which must not be
removed. The cardinal sin is
for housemates to discuss a
nomination. Housemates know
they will be penalised heavily for
this. A jail has been constructed
in the garden this year to deal
with those who ignore these rules.
In an employment scenario, only
an explicit disciplinary policy will
ensure that everyone (including the
employer) knows where they are.
An Eviction in Real Life
Mr. Malcolm has schizophrenia.
He lived in a flat supplied by
Lewisham Council. He stopped
taking his medication briefly.
While he was not on medication,
he decided to sublet his flat
and move away. Subletting is
expressly against Lewisham
Council housing rules. The Council
threatened to evict Mr. Malcolm.
Mr. Malcolm thought he was safe.
An old case under the Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA) had
ruled that Mr. Malcolm had to
assess if he had received less
favourable treatment because he

was disabled than other people
would have done at the hands
of the Council. The position was
that Mr. Malcolm could compare
himself with someone who was
non-disabled who was not under
threat of eviction. So, if he asked
himself whether he had been less
favourably treated than that other
person, then the answer was yes.
A ‘yes’ answer means that Mr.
Malcolm had the green light for a
claim of disability discrimination.
Mr. Malcolm took his case to the
House of Lords. Unfortunately
for him, it was decided that the
Council’s housing policy had
nothing to do with his disability. In
future, if disabled people wanted to
assess whether they had received
less favourable treatment, the
position was different. Now, a
disabled person has to compare
himself with someone who is nondisabled who is under threat of
eviction. So, if he asks himself
whether he has been treated less
favourably than that other person,
then the answer would be no, since
they were both under threat of
eviction. A ‘no’ answer means that
Mr. Malcolm had a red light for a
claim of disability discrimination.
What this means, from the point
of view of an employer, is that if
a disabled person’s employment
is terminated because they
have been absent long-term, the
position is this. The disabled
person ‘A’, must be compared to
some one in the workplace who
is non-disabled, but has been
absent long-term anyway, ‘B’. It is
likely that both long-term absent
employees, ‘A’ and ‘B’ would have
their employment terminated. If
the disabled person, ‘A’ cannot
show that he would not be treated
less favourably than employee ‘B’,
then he cannot bring a claim for
disability related discrimination.

Since They’ve Been
in the House...
…Parliament hasn’t stopped
working. The Government
Equalities Office has recently
published, ‘Framework for a
Fairer Future’ which forms the
foundations of The Equality Bill.
This Bill has the ambitious remit
of consolidating all discrimination
legislation into one Act. It is going
to be written ‘in plain English’
so as to increase everyone’s
understanding of their rights
and responsibilities. As if this
weren’t enough, the Bill will also:
• Extend positive action so
that employers can take underrepresentation into account when
selecting between two equally
well-qualified candidates
• Outlaw pay secrecy clauses
in employment contracts
• Introduce wider powers
for employment tribunals
to make recommendations
in discrimination claims
• Create a single equality duty
on public sector employers
• Outlaw age discrimination in
the area of goods and services
Employers need to be aware that
this Bill will be followed up by an
Act in the early part of 2009. In
advance of that date, revising your
recruitment process to ensure
maximum transparency would be
a worthwhile exercise. As every
Big Brother contestant knows,
transparency is the best policy!

Please note that this provides a summary only of the issues addressed. It is not intended as a detailed commentary on the relevant law
and any comments made should not be acted upon without first taking specific legal advice.
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FIRST LEGAL
RECRUITMENT

Assistant Solicitor - Employment Law Department
Newport’s determined drive to ‘re-invent’
itself isn’t only attracting an influx of external
investors, intent on transforming the urban
landscape. The enterprising spirit of the city’s
£600m regeneration programme is also doing
much to fuel the growth ambitions of leading
companies already established there. Prominent
among this vibrant new wave is law firm Harding
Evans.
Harding Evans has responded to changing
patterns of market demand by developing a
wide spectrum of specialist disciplines, for both
private and commercial clients. There are now
more than 20 distinct areas of the law delivered
under one roof at the firm’s Newport city centre
base which employs in excess of 120 staff.

Harding Evans first emerged onto the Newport scene
in 1871 and since then has grown to become one
of the largest law firms in South Wales. Based in
Newport, Harding Evans stands at the forefront of
business life. Newport is becoming a vibrant city,
attracting unprecedented levels of investment, which
present major new opportunities for businesses
across the region. We are continually strengthening
our team in order to serve this growing market.
Our clients include successful businesses from
across South Wales and further afield. Clients
expect high quality service and expert advice. We
are meeting this demand by continuing to develop
one of the regions most respected, experienced and
client-focused team of lawyers. Understanding our
clients needs and delivering a first class service is
our priority.
A very ambitious and innovative practice, all
departments are encouraged to develop new ideas
and ways in which we can develop the business.
The Firm has recently re branded its commercial
divison as Business Law @ Harding Evans. This team
offers comprehensive legal services to the business
community, to include company and commercial
matters, dispute resolution, commercial property,
employment/HR and debt recovery. A long-standing
programme of successful seminars, newsletters
and email bulletins continue to be well received by
commercial clients.
Our private client services have also continued
to expand throughout the last year with wealth
management (including inheritance tax planning)
in particular forming a complementary offering to
our commercial services. The Practice has already
rebranded its high net worth matrimonial team
as Family First whilst the rebranded conveyancing
division, in house, is well placed to take advantage
of the significant residential developments underway
in Newport.
Across the Practice, we have teams of highly
regarded lawyers delivering high quality advice.
Dynamic and forward thinking use of information
technology is a feature firm wide.
Around 130 staff are now employed in the Firm’s city
centre offices.

The Employment Law team provides one of
those growing specialist disciplines and as a
part of its expansion we have a vacancy for
a solicitor with 2 to 5 years or more PQE in
employment law.
The work will cover the full range of
employment law, with a varied client base
advising both employees and employers but
with department growth allowing opportunity
to focus on either side of the fence. Strong
technical knowledge and enthusiasm for

employment law are essential, as are first
class communication and presentation skills.
Working in a close-knit and supportive team
environment, there are excellent prospects
and no ceiling for candidates with drive.
Vital criteria for this role includes:
• Admission to the Solicitors Roll
• 2 to 5 years or more PQE of working within
Employment Law.
• A knowledgeable, professional and confident
approach to clients in order to convey a true
understanding of the client’s needs and maintain
their confidence.
• Proven ability to manage your own caseload.
To ensure that all client work is progressed
expeditiously and to provide a profitable
contribution to the work of the Employment Law
Department.
• Ability to maintain excellent working relationships
not only with the other personnel within the
firm, but also with external institutions and
organisations.
• A commitment to hard work in the field of
Employment Law
We offer a competitive salary based upon your
experience and a range of benefits, which
includes a profit related bonus scheme.

Senior Solicitor - Wills and Probate
In our continued commitment to focus on best
serving our clients and expanding on our teams
of specialist, highly professional solicitors, we
are looking to appoint a Senior Solicitor in the
Wills and Probate department of the Firm.
Your skills and experience to date should
include:
• Admission to the Solicitors Roll with a desired
5 year’s PQE of working in a Wills and Probate
department which may include experience in this
area pre- or post qualification
• The ability to assume a Supervisory role for
the Wills & Probate Department, to understand
the aims of the department and their own
contribution towards it.
• Ability to contribute to the smooth running of
the firm & department through working towards
the goals of the business plan
• A knowledgeable, professional and confident

approach to clients in order to convey a true
understanding of the client’s needs and maintain
their confidence.
• Proven ability to manage own caseload.
To ensure that all client work is progressed
expeditiously and to provide a profitable
contribution to the work of the Wills and Probate
Department.
• Excellent commercial awareness with
the ability to maintain excellent working
relationships not only with the other personnel
within the firm, but also with external institutions
and organisations.
• A commitment to hard work in the field of Wills
and Probate.
We offer a competitive salary based upon
your experience and a range of benefits which
includes a profit related bonus scheme.

To apply for either of the above vacancies, please in the first
instance, send your CV to victor.watson@firstlegalrecruitment.com
our Recruitment Consultant on these new positions.
For an informal chat prior to application please ring
Victor Watson any time on 07885 607080.
First Legal Recruitment, Sycamore House,
12 Plasmawr Road, Cardiff. CF5 3JE.    Fax: 02920 560610.
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